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Abstract
In this article, a proper orthogonal decomposition (POD) technique is employed to
establish a POD-based reduced-order time-space continuous ﬁnite element (TSCFE)
extrapolation iterative format for two-dimensional (2D) heat equations, which
includes very few degrees of freedom but holds suﬃciently high accuracy. The error
estimates of the POD-based reduced-order TSCFE solutions and the algorithm
implementation of the POD-based reduced-order TSCFE extrapolation iterative
format are provided. A numerical example is used to illustrate that the results of the
numerical computation are consistent with the theoretical conclusions. Moreover, it is
shown that the POD-based reduced-order TSCFE extrapolation iterative format is
feasible and eﬃcient for solving 2D heat equations.
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1 Introduction
The time-space ﬁnite element (FE) methods for time-dependent partial diﬀerential equa-
tions (TDPDEs) play an important role in many practical applications and form an impor-
tant research topic (see [–]). They have a higher accuracy than their usual FE methods
with time-forward diﬀerence and even they have a higher accuracy than their Crank-
Nicolson FE methods with time-averaged data (see, e.g., [–]). However, even if the
time-space continuous ﬁnite element (TSCFE) methods for two-dimensional (D) heat
equations include a lot of degrees of freedom too, they would cause many diﬃculties for
real-life applications. Therefore, an important problem is how as few it is possible to use
to lessen the degrees of freedom so as to alleviate the computational load and save time-
consuming calculations and resource demands in the computational process in a way that
guarantees the suﬃciently accurate numerical solutions.
The proper orthogonal decomposition (POD) method (see []) is an eﬃcient means to
lessen the degrees of freedom of numerical models for TDPDEs and alleviate the accu-
mulation of truncation errors in the computational process so as to reduce the compu-
tational load and save memory requirements. It has been widely and successfully applied
to numerous ﬁelds, including signal analysis and pattern recognition (see []), statistics,
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geophysical ﬂuid dynamics or meteorology (see []). It essentially provides an orthogo-
nal basis for representing the given data in a certain least squares optimal sense, namely, it
provides a way to ﬁnd optimal lower dimensional approximations of the given data. Espe-
cially, it has played an important role in reduced-order of numerical methods for TDPDEs
(see, e.g., [–]). Moreover, the long-term stability of POD reduced-order models is dis-
cussed (see, e.g., [–]).
However, almost all existing POD-based reduced-order numerical methods (see, e.g.,
[–]) employ numerical solutions obtained from classical numerical methods on the
total time span [,T] to form POD bases and establish reduced-order models, and then
recompute the solutions on the same time span [,T], which actually entails repeating
computations on the same time span [,T]. Especially, to the best of our knowledge, there
is not any report that the POD-based reduced-order TSCFE extrapolation iterative for-
mat for D heat equations is established or that an algorithm of the reduced-order TSCFE
extrapolation iterative format is implemented. Therefore, in this article, we establish the
POD-based reduced-order TSCFE extrapolation iterative format for D heat equations
and provide the error estimates of the POD-based reduced-order TSCFE solutions and
the algorithm implementation of the POD-based reduced-order TSCFE extrapolation it-
erative format. We also provide a numerical example to illustrate that the POD-based
reduced-order TSCFE extrapolation iterative format is feasible and eﬃcient for seeking
numerical solutions for D heat equations. Especially, we here thoroughly improve the
existing methods, namely, we do only employ the ﬁrst few given classical TSCFE solu-
tions on a very short time span [,T] (T  T ) as snapshots to form POD basis and
establish the POD-based reduced-order TSCFE extrapolation iterative format for seeking
the numerical solutions on the total time span [,T]. Thus, we can suﬃciently absorb the
advantage of the POD method, namely, suﬃciently utilize the given data (on very short
time span [,T] and T  T ) to forecast future physical phenomena (on the time span
[T,T]). Therefore, the POD-based reduced-order TSCFE extrapolation iterative format
for D heat equations is completely diﬀerent from the existing POD-based reduced-order
methods (see, e.g., [–] etc.) and we have an improvement and development of the
existing methods as mentioned above or others.
The article is organized as follows. Section  recalls the classical TSCFE method for D
heat equations and generates snapshots by means of the ﬁrst fewer TSCFE solutions ob-
tained from the classical TSCFE formulation. In Section , we form orthonormal POD
bases of a set of the snapshots by means of the PODmethod and establish the POD-based
reduced-order TSCFE extrapolation iterative format including very few degrees of free-
dom but holding suﬃciently high accuracy for the D heat equations. In Section , the
error estimates of the POD-based reduced-order TSCFE solutions and the algorithm im-
plementation for the POD-based reduced-order TSCFE extrapolation iterative format are
provided. In Section , a numerical example is presented to illustrate that the results of
the numerical computation are consistent with the theoretical conclusions and validate
that the POD-based reduced-order TSCFE extrapolation iterative format is feasible and
eﬃcient for ﬁnding numerical solutions to the D heat equations and can greatly lessen
its degrees of freedom and alleviate the computational load as well as save time for calcu-
lations and resource demands in the computational process. Section  provides the main
conclusions and discussions.
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2 Recall the classical TSCFEmethod for 2D heat equations and generate
snapshots
Let  ⊂ R be a bounded and connected polygonal domain. Consider the following D
heat equations (see [, ]).
Problem I Find u such that
ut – γu = f , (x, y, t) ∈  × (,T], (.)
u(x, y, t) = , (x, y, t) ∈ ∂ × (,T], (.)
u(x, y, ) = ϕ(x, y), (x, y) ∈ , (.)
where ut = ∂u/∂t, γ is a positive constant, the source term f (x, y, t) and the initial value
function ϕ(x, y) are all suﬃciently smooth to ensure the following analysis’ validity, and
T is the total time.
The Sobolev spaces along with their properties used in this context are standard (see

















where m ≥  is integer, α = (α,α), α, and α are two non-negative integers, and |α| =
























































Especially, ‖v‖Hl(,tn ;Hm) are denoted by ‖v‖Hl(Hm) if tn = T . H() = {v ∈ H(); v|∂ = }.
Let U = H(,T ;H()). Thus, a variational formulation for Problem I is written as fol-
lows.
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Problem II Seek u(t) ∈U satisfying
(ut , v) + a(u, v) = (f , v), ∀v ∈U , (.)
u(x, y, ) = ϕ(x, y), (x, y) ∈ , (.)
where a(u, v) = γ (∇u,∇v), (·, ·) denotes inner product in L(). For the sake of conve-
nience and without loss of generality, we may as well suppose that γ =  in the following
theoretical analysis.
In order to establish TSCFE formulation, we ﬁrst subdivide computational domain 
into a quasi-uniform triangulation h = {K} with h = maxhK , here hK is the diameter
of the triangle K ∈ h (see [, , ]), and take the partition on the time span [,T]
as  = t < t < · · · < tN = T with a time step k = max≤i≤N |ti – ti–|. Then we introduce
the subspace Shm() ⊂ H() consisting of the piecewise continuous mth degree poly-
nomials deﬁned on the partition h of  with mesh parameter h, and let Skl(,T) be an
FE subspace on time partition consisting of continuous piecewise lth degree polynomials,
namely, Skl(,T) = {χ ∈ C([,T]) : χ |[ti–,ti] ∈ Pl([ti–, ti])}, where Pl([ti–, ti]) is the set of
polynomials of degree ≤ l on [ti–, ti]. Finally, we deﬁne the time-space element subspace
as
Uhk = Shm()⊗ Skl(,T).
Thus, the classical TSCFE formulation for the D heat equations is established as follows.













(f ,φt) dt, ∀φ ∈Uhk , (.)
uhk(x, y, ) = Phϕ(x, y), (x, y) ∈ , (.)
where Ph :H()→ Shm() is a Ritz projection, namely, for u ∈H(), we have
(∇Phu,∇φ) = (∇u,∇φ), ∀φ ∈ Shm(). (.)
The TSCFE solution uhk can be found by marching through successive time levels. To
this end, let Jn = [tn–, tn] and Pl(Jn) denote the set of polynomials of degree ≤ l on an














(f ,φ) dt, ∀φ ∈ Shm()⊗ Pl–(Jn), (.)
with uhk(x, y, ) = Phϕ(x, y), and uhk(x, y, tn) (n = , , . . . ,N – , (x, y) ∈ ) are given and
have been found on a previous time step.
In order to improve the accuracy of time approximation, Pl–(Jn) is taken as the set of
Gauss-Legendre polynomials with accuracy for all polynomials of degree ≤ l – . To this
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end, for each l ≥ , consider the Gauss-Legendre integration rule,
∫ 

g(τ ) dτ ∼=
l∑
j=
wjg(τj),  < τ < τ < · · · < τl < , (.)
which is exact for all polynomials of degree ≤ l – . For given l ≥ , let {i}li= be the








, i = , , . . . , l. (.)
With the linear transformation t = tn+τkn (kn = tn–tn–) whichmaps the unit interval [, ]
onto Jn and quadrature formula (.), the points of division and weights are denoted by




n,j(t) dt = kn
∫ 

j(τ ) dτ = knwj, j = , , . . . , l.
(.)
The Lagrange polynomials {˜i}li= of degree l corresponding to the points of division  =







, i = , , . . . , l. (.)
Put tn, = tn. Note that un, = uhk(x, y, tn) (n = , , , . . . ,N –) and ifψ(x, y) ∈ Shm(), func-
tion ϕ =ψ(x, y)n,i(t) ∈ Shm()⊗Sk(l–)(,T). Then uhk|Jn is solely determined by the func-














f (x, y, t),ψ
)
dt, i = , , . . . , l,∀ψ ∈ Shm(), (.)
uhk(x, y, t) =
l∑
j=





n,j(t)n,i(t) dt (i = , , . . . , l; j = , , . . . , l).
The following results of the existence, the uniqueness, the stability, and the convergence
of the solution for the system of equations (.) and (.), namely, Problem III, are ob-
tained by means of the same methods as the proofs of Theorems ., ., ., and . in
[] or the analogous approaches of proving Theorems ., ., ., and . in [].
Theorem . If ϕ(x, y) ∈H() and f (x, y, t) ∈ L(,T ;L()), there exists a unique solu-
tion uhk for the system of equations (.) and (.), namely, Problem III satisfying
∥∥uhkt ∥∥L(,tn ;H) +
∥∥∇uhk(x, y, tn)∥∥ ≤ C(‖f ‖L(,tn ;H–) + ‖∇ϕ‖); (.)
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C here and in the following is a constant which is possibly diﬀerent at diﬀerent occurrences,
being independent of h and k, but dependent on γ .
() Let u(x, y, t) of the solution to Problem II satisfy u(x, y, t) ∈Hm+() (≤ t ≤ T ), u ∈
Hl+(,T ;L()), and u ∈H(,T ;Hm()). Then we have the following error estimates:
∥∥u(x, y, tn) – uhk(x, y, tn)∥∥
≤ C[kl+‖u‖Hl+(,tn ;H) + hm(‖ut‖L(,tn ;Hm) +
∥∥u(x, y, tn)∥∥m+)],
n = , , . . . ,N ; (.)
∥∥ut(x, y, t) – uhkt (x, y, t)∥∥L(,tn ;L)
≤ C{hm+‖ut‖L(,tn ;Hm+) + kl[‖u‖Hl+(,tn ;L) + ‖u‖Hl(,tn ;H)]},
n = , , . . . ,N . (.)
() If  is convex and the solution u to Problem II is suﬃciently smooth that u ∈
Hl+(,T ;H()), u ∈ H(,T ;Hm+()), and u(x, y, t) ∈ Hm+() for each t ∈ [,T], then
we have the following error estimates:
∥∥u(x, y, tn) – uhk(x, y, tn)∥∥
≤ C{kl+‖u‖Hl+(,tn ;H) + hm+[
∥∥u(x, y, tn)∥∥m+ + ‖u‖H(,tn ;Hm+)]},
n = , , . . . ,N . (.)
Remark . If the source term f (x, y, t), the initial value function ϕ(x, y), the time step
k, and the spatial mesh size h all are given, then we can obtain solutions uhk(x, y, t) by
solving Problem III or the system of equations (.) and (.). But we obtain the ﬁrst
M solutions un,(x, y) = u(x, y, tn) ( ≤ n ≤ M) (in general, M  N , for example, M = ,
N = ,) by solving (.) at n = , , . . . ,M, which are referred to as snapshots. When
one computes actual problems, one may obtain the ensemble of snapshots from physical
system trajectories by drawing samples from experiments.
3 Form POD bases and establish POD-based reduced-order TSCFE
extrapolation iterative format
In this section, we refer to the idea in [, , , ] to form a POD basis (for more details
see [, , , ]) and establish the POD-based reduced-order TSCFE extrapolation
iterative format for D heat equations.
Form the matrix A = (Aij)M×M ∈ RM×M , where Aij = (∇ui,,∇uj,)/M and un,(x, y) (n =
, , . . . ,M) are the snapshots extracted in Section . Since the matrix A is positive semi-
deﬁnite with rank κ = dim(span{un,(x, y);n = , , . . . ,M}), its positive eigenvalues and the
corresponding orthonormal eigenvectors are used to form POD bases as follows [, ,
, ].
Lemma . Suppose λ ≥ λ ≥ · · · ≥ λκ >  denote the positive eigenvalues of A and vi =
(vi, vi, . . . , viM)T (i = , , . . . ,κ) the corresponding orthonormal eigenvectors. Then a set of
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vijuj,(x, y), ≤ i≤ d ≤ κ . (.)
















Let Sdm() = span{ψ,ψ, . . . ,ψd}. For un,(x, y) ∈ Shm(), deﬁne the projection Pd :
Shm()→ Sdm() as follows:
(∇Pdun,,∇wd) = (∇un,,wd), ∀wd ∈ Sdm(). (.)
Then Pd is bounded, that is,
∥∥∇Pdun,∥∥ ≤
∥∥∇un,∥∥, ∀un, ∈ Sdm(). (.)
Thus, by functional analysis theories (see []), there exists an extension Ph : U →
L(,T ;Shm()) such that Ph|Shm() = Pd : Shm()→ Sdm() deﬁned by
(∇Phu,∇wh) = (∇u,∇wh), ∀wh ∈ L(,T ;Shm()), (.)
where u ∈U . Due to (.), the projection Ph is also bounded,
∥∥∇(Phu)∥∥ ≤ ‖∇u‖, ∀u ∈U . (.)
There is the following inequality (see [, , ]):
∥∥u – Phu∥∥ ≤ Ch
∥∥∇(u – Phu)∥∥, ∀u ∈U . (.)
Further, there are the following conclusions (see [, , , ]).





[∥∥ui, – Pdui,∥∥ + h




where ui, ∈ Shm() (i = , , . . . ,M) are the solutions to (.). Further, if u ∈ Hr(,T ;
Hm+()) is the solution to Problem II, then, for all t ∈ [,T], the projection Ph satisﬁes
the following error estimates:
∥∥∂rt [u(x, y, t) – Phu(x, y, t)]∥∥s ≤ Chm+–s
∥∥∂rt u(x, y, t)∥∥m+, (.)
where ∂rt = ∂r/∂rt , r = , , and s = –, , .
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Thus, based on Sdm(), the POD-based reduced-order TSCFE extrapolation iterative
format for the D heat equations is established as follows.
Problem IV Find udk ∈ Sdm()⊗ Skl(,T) such that




















f (x, y, t),ψd
)
dt, i = , , . . . , l,∀ψd ∈ Sdm(), (.)
udk(x, y, t)|Jn =
l∑
j=





n,j(t)n,i(t) dt (i = , , . . . , l; j = , , . . . , l) and un,j (n = , , . . . ,M; j =
, , . . . , l) are the solutions to (.).
Remark . If h is a uniformly regular triangulation, even though Shm() is the spaces
of piecewise linear polynomials, i.e., m = , the number of total degrees of freedom for
Problem III on each time level is Nh × l (where Nh is the number of vertices of triangles
in h). Ifm = , the number of total degrees of freedom for Problem III on each time level
is Nh × l, while the number of total degrees of freedom for Problem IV on each time
level is d × l (d  κ ≤ M  N  Nh). For scientiﬁc engineering problems, the number
Nh of vertices of triangles in h is more than tens of thousands, even more than a hundred
million, while d is only the number of the ﬁrst few main eigenvalues so that it is very
small (for example, in Section , d = , while Nh > ×  × ×  = × ). Therefore,
Problem IV is the POD-based reduced-order TSCFE extrapolation iterative format with
very few degrees of freedom for the D heat equations. Especially, it has no repeating
computations and uses the given solutions on the ﬁrst fewerM time steps for Problem III
to extrapolate other (n–M) solutions, which is completely diﬀerent fromexisting reduced-
order approaches (see, e.g., [–] etc.).
4 Error analysis and algorithm implementation of POD-based reduced-order
TSCFE extrapolation iterative format
4.1 Error estimates of solutions for Problem IV
In the following, we employ classical TSCFE method to derived the error estimates of the
POD-based reduced-order TSCFE solutions for Problem IV. We have the following main
results for Problem IV.
Theorem . Under the hypotheses of Theorem ., Problem IV has a unique solution
udk ∈ Sdm()⊗ Skl(,T) such that
∥∥∇udk(tn)∥∥ ≤ C(‖f ‖L(,tn ;H–) + ‖∇ϕ‖), n = , , . . . ,M; (.)∥∥uhkt ∥∥L(,tn ;H) +
∥∥∇uhk(tn)∥∥
≤ C(‖f ‖L(,tn ;H–) + ‖∇ϕ‖), n =M + ,M + , . . . ,N , (.)
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which show that the solutions to Problem IV are stable and continuously dependent of the
initial value function ϕ(x, y) and the source term f (x, y, t). If M =O(N), then we have the
following error estimates between the solution u(t) to Problem I and the solutions udk to
Problem IV:
∥∥(u – udk)(x, y, tn)∥∥








, n = , , . . . ,M; (.)
∥∥∇(u(tn) – udk(tn))∥∥ +
∥∥uhk – udk∥∥H(tM ,tn ;L)
≤ C[hm(‖ut‖L(,tn ;Hm) + ∥∥u(x, y, tn)∥∥m+)
+ kl‖u‖Hl+(,tn ;H)
]
, n =M + ,M + , . . . ,N . (.)
Proof The solutions of Problem IV on Jn (n = , , . . . ,M) are obviously unique since they
are obtained by projecting the solutions of (.) and (.), namely Problem III on Jn
(n = , , . . . ,M) into POD basis. Moreover, (.) and (.) are immediately obtained from
(.)-(.) and Theorem ..
For t ∈ Jn (n =M + ,M + , . . . ,N ), Problem IV has a unique solution by means of the
same technique as the proof of Theorem . in [] or the analogous method in []. Equa-
















dt, ∀φd ∈Undk , (.)
where Undk = Sdm() ⊗ Skl(Jn) (n = M + ,M + , . . . ,N ) and udk(x, y, tL) = PduL,(x, y) =∑d
j=(∇ψj,∇uL,)ψj ((x, y) ∈ ). By subtracting (.) from Problem III taking φ = φd , we








uhk – udk ,φdt
)]
dt = , ∀φd ∈Undk , (.)
where n = M + ,M + , . . . ,N and (uhk – udk)(tM) = (uhk – Pduhk)(tM) = uM,(x, y) –
PduM,(x, y).
Note that Jn = [tn–, tn]. By using the systemof error equations (.), (.), and theHölder
and Cauchy inequalities, we have
∥∥uhk – udk∥∥H(Jn ;L) + 
































uhk – udk ,Pduhkt – udkt
)]
dt















∥∥uhk – udk∥∥H(Jn ;L) + 
∥∥uhk – Pduhk∥∥H(Jn ;L)
+ 
∥∥∇(uhk – Pduhk)(tn)∥∥ – 
∥∥∇(uhk – Pduhk)(tn–)∥∥.
Note that (uhk –Pduhk)(tM) = (uhk –udk)(tM). By simplifying the above inequality and sum-
ming it fromM +  to n, we obtain
∥∥∇(uhk – udk)(tn)∥∥ +
∥∥uhk – udk∥∥H(tM ,tn ;L)
≤ ∥∥∇(uhk – Pduhk)(tn)∥∥ +
∥∥uhk – Pduhk∥∥H(tM ,tn ;L). (.)
Moreover, by Theorem . and Lemma ., we have
∥∥∇(uhk – Pduhk)(tn)∥∥
≤ ∥∥∇(uhk – u)(tn)∥∥ +
∥∥∇(u – Phu)(tn)∥∥ +
∥∥∇(Phu – Pduhk)(tn)∥∥
≤ ∥∥∇(u – Phu)(tn)∥∥ + 
∥∥∇(u – uhk)(tn)∥∥
≤ C[hm(‖u‖H(,tn ;Hm) + ∥∥u(x, y, tn)∥∥m+) + kl+‖u‖Hl+(,tn ;H)],
n =M + ,M + , . . . ,N ; (.)
∥∥uhk – Pduhk∥∥H(tM ,tn ;L)
≤ C{kl[‖u‖Hl+(,tn ;L) + ‖u‖Hl(,tn ;H)] + hm+‖ut‖L(,tn ;Hm+)},
n =M + ,M + , . . . ,N . (.)
Combining (.) with (.) and (.) yields
∥∥∇(uhk – udk)(tn)∥∥ +
∥∥uhk – udk∥∥H(tM ,tn ;L)
≤ C[hm(‖u‖H(,tn ;Hm) + ∥∥u(x, y, tn)∥∥m+)
+ kl
[‖u‖Hl+(,tn ;L) + ‖u‖Hl(,tn ;H)]], n =M + ,M + , . . . ,N . (.)
Combining (.) with Theorem . and (.) yields (.). 
With Theorem . and bymeans of the analogous proof of Theorem ., we easily obtain
the following corollary.
Corollary . Under the hypotheses of Theorems . and ., we have the following
L-error estimates for the solutions udk to Problem IV:
∥∥(u – udk)(x, y, tn)∥∥ ≤ C[hm+(‖u‖H(,tn ;Hm+) +








, n = , , . . . ,N .
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Remark . Due to POD-based reduced-order and extrapolation for the classical TSCFE
formulation Problem III, the errors of the solutions for the POD-based reduced-order
TSCFE extrapolation iterative format Problem IV include more term (k–/h
∑κ
i=d+ λj)/
than those for Problem III, but the degrees of freedom for Problem IV are far less than
those of Problem III so that Problem IV can greatly lessen the truncation error accumu-
lation in the computational process, alleviate the calculating load, save time-consuming
calculations, and improve actual computational accuracy (see the example in Section ).
However, the factor (k–/h
∑κ
i=d+ λj)/ in Theorem . and Corollary . can act as a




4.2 Algorithm implementation of POD-based reduced-order TSCFE extrapolation
iterative format
Finding the solutions of the POD-based reduced-order TSCFE extrapolation iterative for-
mat for D heat equations consists of the following six steps.
Step . For given initial value function ϕ(x, y), source term f (x, y, t), and the time step
increment k and the spatial grid measurement h, solving (.) at the ﬁrstM steps obtains
the snapshots un, (n = , , . . . ,M).
Step . Form the correlation matrix A = (Aij)M×M ∈ RM×M , where Aij = (∇ui,,∇uj,)/M
and (·, ·) is L-inner product.
Step . Let v = (a,a, . . . ,aM)T . Solving the eigenvalue problem Av = λv yields positive
eigenvalues λ ≥ λ ≥ · · · ≥ λκ >  (κ = dim(span{un,(x, y);n = , , . . . ,M})) and the corre-
sponding eigenvectors vj = (aj,aj, . . . ,ajM)T (j = , , . . . ,κ).
Step . For the error δ = O(kl,hm) needed, determine the number d of POD basis such
that k–/h
∑κ
j=d+ λj ≤ δ.




Mλi (j = , , . . . ,d). Let Sdm() =
span{ψ,ψ, . . . ,ψd}. Solving Problem IV with d degrees of freedom obtains udk(x, y, t).
Step . If ‖∇(un–,d – un,d )‖ ≥ ‖∇(un,d – un+,d )‖ (n = M,M + , . . . ,N – ), then udk
are the solutions for Problem IV satisfying accuracy needed. Else, namely, if ‖∇(un–,d –
un,d )‖ < ‖∇(un,d – un+,d )‖ (n =M,M + , . . . ,N – ), let ui, = un–M–i (i = , , . . . ,M) and
return to Step .
5 A numerical example
In this section, we present a numerical example showing the advantage of the POD-based
reduced-order TSCFE extrapolation iterative format for D heat equations.
Its computational domain is irregular and consists of a set  = ([, ] × [, ]) ∪
([, .]× [., .]) cm. The triangularization h for computational domain  adopts
local reﬁning meshes such that the scale of meshes on [, .] × [., .] and nearby
(, y) (≤ y≤ ) are one third ofmeshes nearby (, y) (≤ y≤ ). But h =√×–, whose
nodes Nh >  × . We take the time step increment as k = – s (second). Subspaces
Shm() and Skl(,T) are taken as piecewise second polynomial spaces, namely,m =  and
l = , respectively. The source term is taken as f (x, y, t) = , the initial and boundary valve




., if (x, y) ∈ [, .]× [., .],
., if (x, y) ∈ [, ]× ([, .]∪ [., ]),
., others,
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ϕ(x, y) = , and the boundary value function as follows:
ϕ(x, y, t) =
{
ϕ(x, y), (x, y) ∈ ∂, t = ,
un–h (x, y, t), (x, y) ∈ ∂, t = tn,n = , , . . . ,n.
We ﬁrst take the ﬁrstM =  solutions un,(x, y) = u(x, y, tn) for the classical TSCFE for-
mulation, namely, Problem III at time partition points tn (n = , , . . . , ) as snapshots.
Then we ﬁnd the eigenvalues λ ≥ λ ≥ · · · ≥ λ ≥  and the corresponding eigen-
vectors vj = (aj,aj, . . . ,aj)T (j = , , . . . , ) for the matrix A = (Aij)×, where Aij =
(∇ui,,∇uj,)/. It is shown by computing that error factor (k–/h ∑i= λj)/ ≤ × –.
Thus, it is only necessary to take the most main six POD bases. According to  steps in
Section . without renewing POD basis, the POD-based reduced-order TSCFE extrapo-
lation iterative format are still convergent, whose solution at t =  is found and depicted
on the top chart in Figure . The numerical solution unh obtained with classical Problem III
when n = , (i.e., t = ) is depicted graphically on the bottom chart in Figure . The
two charts in Figure  exhibit a quasi-identical similarity. Although the errors of the POD-
based reduced-order TSCFE solutions on the starting time span are slightly larger than
those of the classical TSCFE solutions, since the POD-based reduced-order TSCFE ex-
Figure 1 Classical TSCFE solutions und and the reduced-order TSCFE solution u
n
d . The top chart is the
reduced-order TSCFE solution und when d = 6 at n = 1,000 (t = 10). The bottom chart is the classical TSCFE
solution unh at n = 1,000 (t = 10).
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Figure 2 The relative errors of the classical TSCFE solution and the POD-based reduced-order TSCFE
solution with six POD bases on 0≤ t ≤ 10.
Figure 3 The error (log10) chart between the classical TSCFE solution and the POD-based
reduced-order TSCFE solutions with different number of 20 POD bases at t = 10.
trapolation iterative format Problem IV on each time level only includes  ×  degrees
of freedom and the classical TSCFE formulation Problem III has more than × × 
degrees of freedom, namely, the degrees of freedom for the POD-based reduced-order
TSCFE extrapolation iterative format are far fewer than those for the classical TSCFE for-
mulation Problem III so that it could greatly lessen the truncation error accumulation
in the computational process, alleviate the calculating load, save the consuming time of
calculations, and improve the actual computational accuracy; therefore, after some time
span, the numerical errors of the POD-based reduced-order TSCFE extrapolation itera-
tive format are fewer than those of the classical TSCFE formulation (see Figure ).
Figure  shows the errors between solutions obtained from the POD-based reduced-
order TSCFE extrapolation iterative format with diﬀerent number of POD bases and solu-
tions obtained from the classical TSCFE formulation at t = . It is shown that the numer-
ical computing results are consistent with those obtained for the theoretical case because
the theoretical and numerical errors are all O(–).
Further, by comparing the classical TSCFE formulation with the POD-based reduced-
order TSCFE extrapolation iterative format with six POD bases implementing the numer-
ical simulations at t = , it is found that the classical TSCFE formulation includes more
than × ×  unknown quantities (since the subspaces Shm() and Skl(,T) are taken
as piecewise second polynomial spaces) on each time level and the required computing
time is  minutes, while the POD-based reduced-order TSCFE extrapolation iterative
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format with six POD bases does only include six unknown quantities on each time level
and the corresponding computing time is less than  seconds, namely, the computing
time of the classical TSCFE formulation is  times higher than that of the POD-based
reduced-order TSCFE extrapolation iterative format with six POD bases. Thus, the POD-
based reduced-order TSCFE extrapolation iterative format can greatly save the calculating
time and alleviate the computing load so that it could greatly lessen the truncation error
accumulation in the computational process. It is also shown that ﬁnding the numerical
solutions for D heat equations by means of the POD-based reduced-order TSCFE ex-
trapolation iterative format is computationally very eﬀective and feasible.
6 Conclusions and discussions
In this article, the POD-based reduced-order TSCFE extrapolation iterative format for
D heat equations has been established, the error estimates of the POD-based reduced-
order TSCFE solutions and the algorithm implementation of the POD-based reduced-
order TSCFE extrapolation iterative format have been provided. A numerical example
has been used to validate that the results of the numerical computation are consistent
with the theoretical conclusions. Further, it has shown that the POD-based reduced-order
TSCFE extrapolation iterative format can greatly save the calculating time and alleviate the
computing load so that it could greatly lessen the truncation error accumulation in the
computational process. Moreover, it is shown that the POD-based reduced-order TSCFE
extrapolation iterative format is computationally very eﬀective and feasible for ﬁnding the
numerical solutions to D heat equations.
Though some POD-based reduced-order models for D parabolic equations have been
established (see [, , , , ]), the POD-based reduced-order TSCFE extrapolation
iterative format here is completely diﬀerent from those mentioned above because the
TSCFEmethod is diﬀerent from the usual Galerkinmethod, the FEmethod, the ﬁnite vol-
ume method, and the ﬁnite diﬀerence scheme. Especially, the POD-based reduced-order
TSCFE extrapolation iterative format only employs the ﬁrst few given classical TSCFE so-
lutions on the very short time span [,T] (T  T ) as snapshots to form the POD basis
and seek the numerical solutions on the total time span [,T]. It is an improvement and
innovation of the existing methods (see, e.g., [–] etc.).
Future research work in this area will aim to extend the POD-based reduced-order
TSCFE extrapolation iterative format, applying it to more TDPDEs such as the nonlin-
ear Schrödinger equation, integral diﬀerential equations, convection-diﬀusion equations,
nonlinear sine-Gordon equation, Sobolev equations, solute transport equations, and vis-
coelastic equations.
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